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Abstract. Stochastic optimal control problems are usually analyzed under one of three types of
assumptions: a) Countability assumptions on the underlying probability spacemthis eliminates all
difficulties of measure theoretic nature; b) Semicontinuity assumptions under which the existence of optimal
Borel measurable policies can be guaranteed; and c) Borel measurability assumptions under which the
existence of p-optimal or p-e-optimal Borel measurable policies can be guaranteed (Blackwell [3], Strauch
[31]). In this paper we introduce a general theoretical framework based on outer integration which contains
these three models as special cases. Witflin this framework all known results for finite horizon problems
together with some new ones are proved and subsequently specialized. An important new feature of our
specialization to the Borel measurable model is the introduction of universally measurable policies. We
show that everywhere optimal or nearly optimal policies exist within this class and this enables us to
dispense with the notion of p-optimality.

1. Introduction. Consider a stochastic optimal control problem with cost
function
N-1

J

(1)

g(Xk,

Uk,

Wk),

N: positive integer or +,

k=0

subject to the system equation

(2)

Xk+l

f(Xk, Uk, Wk),

k

0, 1,...,

where xk, u are the state and control of the system and w is a random object with
probability distribution parameterized by x and u. We wish to choose a policy, that
is, a sequence of functions {/xk} from the state space $ to the control space C so that
when u (x) the expected value of J is minimized. (A precise definition of the
problem will be postponed for later.)
The equation

J+(x)=inf E{g(x, u, w)+J,[f(x, u, w)]lx, u}

(3)

with Jo(x)=-O, and its limiting form

J*(x)=inf E{g(x, u, w)+J*[f(x, u, w)]lx, u}

(4)

are the Dynamic Programming (DP for short) equations related to the problem above.
In the case where w takes a single value and the problem is deterministic (more
generally, where w can take a countable number of values), the functions in these
equations exist in a well-defined mathematical sense and the theory of_ DP is well
developed (see e.g. [1]). When w can take uncountably many values, acute difficulties
arise from the need to impose a proper measure theoretic structure on the problem so
that the expected value of the cost J of (1) and the expected values in (3) and (4) are
well defined. A related difficulty stems from the need to balance the measurability
restrictions on policies (necessary so that the expected cost corresponding to a policy is
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well defined) against a desire to admit enough policies to consideration so as to be able
to find one which.selects at or near the infimum in (3).
The measurability, questions described above have been dealt with by a number
of authors under the assumption that all spaces underlying the problem are Borel
spaces (Borel subsets of complete separable metric spaces). There have been two main
approaches. In the first approach, semicontinuity and compactness assumptions are
imposed on the data of the problem (see 5). Under these assumptions, the functions
Jk in (3) can be shown to be semicontinuous and there exists a Borel measurable
function/Xk such that Uk [.k (X) selects at or near the infimum in (3) for every x. For
results in this direction see Maitra [15], Schil [24]-[25], and Freedman [9]. Much of
the work in stochastic programming (see Olsen [18]-[20], Rockafellar and Wets [22],
[23] and the references quoted therein) also utilizes assumptions of this type. Some of
this work employs additional convexity assumptions and is geared toward convex
programming type results, i.e., duality and Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality,
rather than resolution of the measure theoretic questions.
The second approach was introduced by Blackwell [3] and further refined by
Strauch [31], Dynkin and Juskevic [8], Hinderer [12] and others. No assumptions
other than Borel measurability of the data of the problem are made, and admissible
policies are required to be Borel measurable. Under these conditions it is possible to
prove the universal measurability of the optimal cost function and the existence for
every e >0 and probability measure p on S of a p-e-optimal policy (Strauch [31,
Thms 7.1 and 8.1]). A p-e-optimal policy is one which leads to a cost which differs
from the optimal cost by less than e for p-almost every initial state. Even over a finite
horizon the optimal cost function need not be Borel measurable, and there need not
exist an everywhere e-optimal policy (Blackwell [3, Example 2]). The difficulty arises
from the inability to choose a Borel measurable function /xk’S- C which nearly
achieves the infimum in (3) uniformly in x. The nonexistence of such a function
interferes with the construction of optimal policies via the DP algorithm (3), since one
must first determine, at each stage k, a measure Pk with respect to which it is
satisfactory to nearly achieve the infimum in (3) for pk-almost every x. The difficulties
in constructing nearly optimal policies over an infinite horizon are more acute.
Furthermore, from an applications point of view, a p-e-optimal policy, even if it can
be constructed, is a much less appealing object than an everywhere e-optimal policy,
since in many situations the distribution p is unknown or may change when the system
is operated repetitively, in which case a new p-e-optimal policy must be computed.
In view of the undesirable features of p-optimality, Blackwell, Freedman and
Orkin [4] have considered analytically measurable policiesa class that properly
contains Borel measurable policies (see 6). Their work deals with a special type of
problem, that of minimization when the cost per stage is nonpositive. They show that a
history remembering policy which is everywhere e-optimal exists, and if the optimal
cost functions J, k 1,..., N, are everywhere finite, this policy can be taken to be
Markov. We relax the assumption of a nonpositive cost per stage and show the
existence in Corollary 5.1 of an analytically measurable e-optimal Markov policy
under the assumption that the functions J, k 1,..., N, are everywhere finite.
However we have been unable to show the strongest possible existence results for
finite horizon problems within an analytically measurable policies framework
(compare Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2). For this reason we have extended the class of
admissible policies to include all universally measurable policies (a class properly
containing the analytically measurable policies). A key fact here is that the composition of two universally measurable functions is universally measurable, while the
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composition of two analytically measurable functions need not be analytically
measurable [2]. In this paper we admit only Markov nonrandomized policies and,
within this framework, cannot prove the result of Blackwell, Freedman and Orkin
mentioned earlier for the case where J (x) can be -c for some x and k. It is shown
elsewhere [2], [29], however, that under the assumption of Corollary 5.2(b), there
exists for every e >0 a nonrandomized semi-Markov and a randomized Markov
universally measurable e-optimal policy. We do not know whether such a policy can
be taken to be analytically measurable rather than universally measurable. The fact
mentioned earlier relating to composition of two analytically measurable functions
interferes with the construct.ions involved in the proofs of [29.
The present paper has two main objectives. The first is to provide a general
framework for finite horizon stochastic optimal control that includes as special cases
the formulations described earlier. The second is to demonstrate that when universally
measurable policies are admitted in the Borel space framework of Blackwell, ther all
basic results for stochastic problems can be shown to hold in a form that is as strong as
for problems where measurability questions are of no essential concern. In particular,
the existence of everywhere e-optimal policies is assured as opposed to policies which
are e-optimal p-almost everywhere. Thus the notion of p-optimality can be dispensed
with.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates a general stochastic
optimal control problem without any topological assumptions. The formulation is
based on a notion of outer integration developed in Appendix A. The main results
regarding the validity of the DP algorithm and the existence of optimal and nearly
optimal policies are provided in 3. These include all results known for special cases
together with a new result [Proposition l(b)] relating to the existence of a sequence of
policies exhibiting what is referred to as {en} dominated convergence to optimality.
The results of 3 are applied to special cases in 4 (model without topological
assumptions) and in 5 (Borel space models with semicontinuity assumptions). Slight
extensions of results by Freedman [9] are given in Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2. Section 6 is
devoted to general Borel space models. We consider both analytically and universally
measurable policies and prove an extended version of a measurable selection theorem
by Brown and Purves [5]. Using this theorem weshow that all the results of 3 carry
over to the Borel space model when universally measurable policies are allowed.
We note that some of the ideas and analysis in this paper (particularly the
employment of universally measurable policies) have infinite horizon and imperfect
state information counterparts described elsewhere [2], [28], [29]. Also, this paper
considers exclusively nonrandomized Markov policies. Existence results relating to
randomized and semi-Markov policies may be found in [2], [27], [29].

2. Problem formulation. Our notation will be as follows. For a set X we denote
the set of all functions J: X- [-0, +]. For J1, J2 Fx we write J1 J2 if
Jl(X)-J2(x) Vx X, and J1--<J if J(x)<-J2(x) Vx X. If J(x)>-e(J(x)<-e) Vx X,
where e is a scalar, we write J>-e (J<-e). If a sequence {Jk}CFx increases
(decreases) monotonically to J Fx, we write JkJ (JkSJ). If {Jk} converges pointwise
to J we write Jk J. If J1, J Fx, e is a scalar, and J(x)<-JE(X)+ e /x X, we write
J1 J / e. We adopt the usual conventions regarding ordering and arithmetic in the
set of extended real numbers [-c, /], except that we take

by

Fx

-

-c / cx3

/c- cx3

/cx3.

The Cartesian product of sets A1, A2,"’, An is denoted by AaA2""An. If X and Y
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are sets, then projx is the projection mapping from XY to X. If E is a subset of some
space X, we denote by ,t’ the indicator function of E [X(x)= 1 if x E, X(x)= 0 if
x El. For any function f: X [-eo, +oo], where X is some space, we use the notation
f+(x) max {0, f(x)}, f-(x)-max {0,-f(x)}. The infimum over the empty set is taken
by convention to be +oe (inf
+oo).
The stochastic optimal control model we consider consists of the eight elements
listed below:
S--State space. A nonempty set.
CmControl space. A nonempty set.
(W, )mDisturbance space. A measurable space.
p(dw lx, u)mDisturbance kernel. For fixed (x, u) SC, p (. Ix, u) is a probability
measure on (W, o).
f(x, u, w )--System function. A mapping from SCW to S.
g(x, u, w)--One-stage cost function. A mapping from SCW to [-oe, +oe].
MmControl function space. A nonempty set of mappings from S to C.
NmHorizon. A positive integer.
The model is stationary in that the data does not change from one stage to the
next. There is no essential loss of generality in this assumption, since a nonstationary
model can be reduced to a stationary one by state augmentation ([24, 8], [1, 6.7]).
We impose no assumptions for the time being on the set of control functions M.
However, specific results will assume explicitly or implicitly various conditions on M,
and in fact our line of analysis is geared toward demonstrating the type of properties
of M that are essential for specific results to hold. In particular special cases the set M
could be as large as the set of all functions Ix" S C or as restricted as the set of all
linear functions Ix: $ C (S, C assumed to be linear spaces). We shall use the letter x
to represent an element of $, and the letter u to represent an element of C. Denote by
1-IN the Cartesian product of N copies of M and define

-

F {(x, u): x S, u =/x (x) for some/x M}.
(5)
We denote by F the cross-section {u: (x, u) F}. We refer to an element of IIN as a
policy.

We have in mind a system operating as follows. A policy
is chosen. The system begins in some initial state Xo and subsequent states are
specified by the system equation

(6)

Xk+l

f(Xk,

Uk,

Wk),

k

0,.

., N

",

N 1,

2,

where

(7)

Uk

tXk (Xk ),

k

0,"

and Wk is random with distribution p(dwk Xk, Uk). The cost incurred at each stage of
the operation is g(Xk, Uk, Wk), SO the total cost is
N--1

2

g(x, u, w).

k=0

The expected total cost corresponding to the policy r is obtained by taking the
expectation of the total cost with respect to the appropriate probability measure. If the
integrals can be defined, this can be represented by

(8)

g(Xk,
k=O

Uk,

Wk)p(dWN-1lXN-1, UN-1)"

p(dwolxo, Uo),
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where (6) and (7) hold. But we have not yet imposed sufficient structure for the
integrals to be defined, so we specify the cost corresponding to each policy and initial
state by means of outer integration.
Given a probability space (X, Y3, p) and a function f Fx with f=> 0, the outer
integral of [ with respect to p is defined in Appendix A as

fdp

g dp" f <-_ g, g is N-measurable

inf

Given an arbitrary f Fx, we define its outer integral with respect to p by

-

(9)

[ dp

dp

[- dp.

,

Since we take
to be +, the outer integral of [ is defined for every [ Fx. If [ is
we write [dp in place of [dp. Note
measurable with respect to the -algebra
that for such an [ and
(-, +], we have
a

(10)
For each

f

+ f dp

*

(a + f) dp.

M, we define the mapping

T:Fs Fs by

{g[x,(x), w]+J[(x,(x), )]}p(dlx,(x)) Jfs,

(11) T.(J)(x)=

We also define the mapping T: Fs Fs by

(1) r(J)(x)= inf

{g(x,u, w)+J[(x,u, w)]}p(dwx,u) VJfs,

uF

Note that since we have by definition F
that (12)can be replaced by

{u C: u

(13)

T. (J)(x)

T(J)(x)

inf

(x) for some

M}, it follows

Vx S.

For any/1,. ", gk M, we denote by (T.1. T.) the composition of the mappings
T,. Similarly, we denote by T the composition of T with itself k times. For
T.1,.
convenience we also use T o to denote the identity mapping on Fs.

.,

The cost function corresponding to the policy r is defined by

Ju.,, (o

(14)

N_I)(J0),
where Jo(x)= 0 for every x S. The optimal cost function is given by

J*u(x)=

(15)

inf Ju.=(x) Vx S.

If measurability assumptions are made so that reference to the outer integral is
unnecessary and finiteness assumptions are imposed to allow the interchange of
summation and integration, then (14)reduces to the more traditional definition of
expected cost corresponding to a policy given by (8). One type of measurability
is the power set of W, so that
assumption is to assume W is countable and
integration reduces to summation. No measure structure need be imposed on S and C.
A less trivial set of assumptions is obtained by letting S have a r-algebra 5 C have a
or-algebra and assuming f is (,3, 5) measurable and g is (, ) measurable,

,

,
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,.

where 6e( is the product o-algebra and is the Borel g-algebra in [-0o, +0o]. One
If all mappings in M
must also assume p(BIx, u) is 9c measurable for fixed B
are (6, () measurable, then whenever tz M and J is (9 ) measurable, T,(J) is
also. Despite these assumptions, it may still occur that (8) and (14) do not agree, but if
the possibility of +0o- 0o occurring is limited, agreement can be guaranteed. This can
be accomplished by requiring that g(x, u, w)>-0o x S, u C, w W (see (10)), or
by requiring that for each 7r (/xo, ,/./N-1) 1-IN and each Xo S,

(16)

g (Xk,

Uk,

Wk)p(dWN-1 ]XN-1, UN-1)’’" p(dwolxo, Uo)< +0o,

k=0

where (6) and (7) hold. If (16) holds for each zr 1-IN and Xo S, one can in fact show
by Fubini’s theorem that

Ju.=(x)= E=..

g(x, u, w,)
k=0

where (6) and (7) hold and the expectation is with respect to the product measure on
W... W generated by rr from Xo x. This is also the case if for each rr I-IN and
Xo S, (16) holds with g/ replaced by g-.
We now introduce various notions of optimality. Let x $ and e > 0 be given. A
policy 7r 1-IN is e-optimal at x if
if J*N(X)> --0O,

jN(X)<_(J(x)+e

if J*c(x)

-1/e

If

7r

-0o.

I-IN is e-optimal at every x S, we say 7r is e-optimal. A policy 7r 1-IN is optimal

at x if

u.=(x) r(x).

1-IN is optimal at every x S, we say rr is optimal.
Let {en} be a sequence of positive numbers with end,0. A sequence of policies
{rrn} c HN is said to exhibit {e,,} dominated convergence to optimality if
If rr

r,=.(x) <__ r*(x)+

.

if Jv (x) > -0o,

and

Ju,=,,(x)<-Ju.,,,_l(x)+e,, if J(x)=-0o.
If {Tr.} exhibits {e.} dominated convergence to optimality and
x S, then by definition rr,, is e.-optimal.

J*N(X)>--0O for every

3. Main results. For our results we shall need some regularity assumptions on
the model. We list them here for convenience and shall refer to them explicitly when
we wish to include them in the hypotheses of a proposition.
Assumption A: There is a subset F of Fs such that Jo F and whenever J F,
then T(J) F.
Assumption B" If J e F as given in Assumption A and e > 0, then there exists
/x M such that

T, (J)(x)<=

T(J)(x)+
-l/e
(

e

if T (J)(x) > -0o,
if T(J)(x)=

-.
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Assumption C: If J F as given in Assumption A and the infimum in (12) is
achieved for every x $, then there exists Ix M such that

T, (J)(x) T(J)(x) Vx S.
Assumption D: For J 6 F as given in Assumption A, define

A(J)= {(x, u)6 F: p*({w: J[f(x, u, w)] =-oo}lx, u)> 0},
where p*(. Ix, u) represents outer measure. For each J F, there is a Ixj M such that
(x, Ixj(x))A(J)whenever x projsA(J). Furthermore if Ix M and Ixj is as above,
then

t2

defined by
if x 6 projs A (J),

otherwise,
is in M. Also if J 6 F and Ix 1, IX2 M, then/2 defined by

IXl(X)

if

T/Z (J)(X

T/ (J)(X ),

otherwise,

is in M.
u
Assumption A will be used to show properties of T (J0), which is often identical
to J*u. By choosing F to be the set of functions having measurability or continuity
properties and showing that Assumption A holds, we can immediately deduce
properties of TU(Jo). We will find it very important to be able to choose
a control function which nearly achieves the infimum in the definition of T(J) for
J F. This is the condition given in Assumption B. Assumption C states that M is rich
enough to allow exact selection of this infimum if it is achieved. This is necessary in
order to construct an optimal policy. Assumption D states that M contains enough
functions to allow certain constructions necessary for the proof of Proposition 1

below.
The following lemma provides some properties of the mappings T, and T that we
shall need.
< T(J2), and
LEMMA 1. (a) If J1, J2GFs and J <=J2, then T(J1)=
for all Ix M

Tg (J1) <- Tg (J2 ).
(b) If J1, J2Fs and Je<=J+e for some e >0, then T.(J2)<=T.(J)+2e for all

tz M.

(c) If Jx, J Fs and for some e > 0 we have
(17)
J2(X)<JI(X)+ E if JI(X) >--0(3,
then for all Ix M

r(J2)(x)<= rw(J1)(x).+2e if rtz(J1)(x)>-oo.
Proof. (a) and (b) follow directly from Lemma A.3(a), (b), so we concentrate on
proving (c). Let x e S be such that T,(J1)(x)>-oe. Then either T,(J1)(x)= +oo, in
which case (18) is trivial or else from Lemma A.3(g) we obtain
p*(A Ix, ix(x))= O,
(19)
where A {w [Jl[f(X, IX(X), W)] --013}. From (17) we obtain for all w_A
g[x, IX(x), w]+J2[f(x, Ix(x), w)]<-g[x, IX(x), w]+Jl[f(x, IX(x), W)]+E
and (18) follows from Lemma A.3(b), (e) and (19). O.E.D.
(18)
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We now arrive at our first main result:
PROPOSmON 1. Let Assumptions A and B hold.
(a) If J*k (x >-oo for all x $ and k 1, 2,... N, then
r (o),
and for every e > 0 there exists an e-optimal policy,
(b) If Assumption D holds and Jk,,(x)< +oo ]:or all x S,
N, then
1, 2,.
J T u (Jo),

*

.,

7r

rI

and k

and for every sequence {e.} with e. > O, n 1, 2,..., e.,O, there exists a sequence
policies exhibiting {e,,} dominated convergence to optimality.
Proof. (a) For any rr (txo," ",/Z-l) rI,

J,

of

To

T,_ T_ )(Jo
>= (T.o" T.k_2T)(Jo)

(by Lemma l(a))

=> T (o).
Hence

(20)

J --> T k (Jo),

k

1, 2,.

.

We conclude the proof by induction. Assumption B and (20) guarantee that when
N 1, (a) holds. Suppose (a) holds for N-1. Then for e >0 there exists rr IIN-1
such that

JN-l,.x Jg-1 + e/4.

From the induction assumption and Lemma l(a), (b),
T (Jo)= T(J-I

>= T(Ju_l,= e/4)
>= T(JN-I,.)-- e/2
inf

T (JN-l,-n’)--

Combining this with (20) we obtain

Jr

T N (Jo).

Use Assumptions A and B to find/x M for which
r.(Jv-1 )<- r(J-i )+ e/2.
With rr as above, we have

JN,(.. T,.

<-T.(J_l)+e/2
<- T(Y_ )+ e
=J*N+e,

961
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r) is an e-optimal N-stage policy.
(b) The proof proceeds by induction. Let {e.} be a sequence with e. > 0, e.$0. For
N 1, Assumptions A and B imply the existence of a sequence of policies r. (/x;)
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so (/x,

Ha for which
e.
T.;(jo)(X)<_T(Jo)(X)+
1/

(21)

e.

if T(Jo)(X)>-oe,
if T (Jo)(X)

-oo.

By the last part of Assumption D we can assume without loss of generality that

T,,(Jo)(X),l,-oo

(22)
This implies

(23)

if T(Jo)(X)=-oo.

J*l <- T(Jo), which together with (20) establishes
Jl* T(Jo).

From (21)-(23)we see that {rr,} exhibits {e,} dominated convergence to optimality.
Suppose the result holds for N-1. Let rr, (/x a,"" ", xv-1) be a sequence of
(N- 1)-stage policies exhibiting {e,/4} dominated convergence to optimality, i.e.,

(24)

JN_I,rrn(X)JN-1 (X)-[-e,/4 ifJN_l

(25)

JN-l.-tr,(X)JN-1

(26)

.... l(X)-[- e./4

We assume without loss of generality that
and Assumption A

Y,=

if JN-1
e,

(X)-- --OO.

< oo. By the induction hypothesis

J’N-1 TN-I(Jo)G F,

(27)

so by Assumption B there is a sequence {/x n} c M such that

Tu’"(J*N-1 )(x)<=

(28)

T v(yo)(x)+ e,/2 if T N(Jo)(x)> --cX3,
if T r(Jo)(x)

-2/e,,

-oo.

By the last part of Assumption D we can assume without loss of generality that

Ttxn(JN_I ) Ttxn-I(JN_I ),

(29)

By Assumption D there is a /xM such that
projs a(J*u-1 ), i.e.,

F/

2, 3,"

(x,t.z(x))A(J*N_I)

(30)
whenever for some u e Fx

p*({W" J’N-1 If(x, Ig, W)I---oo}lx /g)> 0.
Define

/2.(x)
Then

=//z Ix)(x)

{2"}c M by Assumption D and

".

ifxprojsA(J*N_l),
otherwise.

whenever x e

962
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For x projs A(J*N- ), we have
lim sup J,. (x)
lim sup

--lim sup

T. (J_,,.)(x)
{g[x, x(x), w]+J_,,[flx, x(x), w)]}p(dw Ix, x (x))

{g[x, t.(x),

wl+J*u-1 [fix, z(x), w)]}p(dw Ix, (x))

by (24)-(26), the fact that Ju.l(x) < +c for every x $, and Corollary A.1.1. Relation
(30) and Lemma A.3(g) imply that T,(J-I )(x)= +. But T,(J_I )(x)<=Ju.,(x)<
+o0, SO

lim sup J,,. (x)

T (J*_l)(x)

(31)

<= T (Jo)(X ).
For x

JN-I If(x, u, w)] --oo}lx

p*({w

(32)

u)--- 0.

If u =tx"(x)satisfies (32), then denoting E={w" J_[f(x, u, w)]=-}, we have
from Lemma A.3(e)

JN, C. (X) Tz.(JN-l,.)(x)

03)

I*
(by (25) and Lemma A.3(b))

T,.(J*-I )(x)+ e,/2.
Inequality (33)implies for x projsA(J_
lim sup JN., (x) <_-- lim sup

(34)

T,- (J*_ )(x)

"-’

"-

T u(Jo)(x)

by (28).

Combining (31) and (34) we have

(35)

lim sup Ju., (x

T u (Jo)(X

for every x S, and this proves

(36)

J

T u (Jo).

sTOCHASTIC
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Combining (36) and (20), we obtain J*u

(37)

lim
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T r (Jo) and (35) can be replaced by

JN, s, (x)= J*z,,r(x)

for every x e S.
To see that the convergence to optimality given in (37) is {en} dominated, note
that if T r (Jo)(X) > -oe, then Tr,,,(J}-I )(x)> -oe for every n. By Lemma 1(c) and (25)

Ta"(Ju-.,.)(x)<= Ta"(Jr-1 )(x)+ e,/2 if T u(Jo)(x)>-m.

(38)

If x projs A (Jr-1), then

Ta. (J_, )(x) T,. (JN-1)(X
(39)

- - < T u(Jo)(x)+ e,/2
=J*u(x)+e,/2

if T u(Jo)(x)>-c by (28)
if J*u(x)>- by the fact TU(Jo)=J*.

Combining (38)and (39), we have for xC_projsA(J*u-a

Ju..(x)<-J*u(x)+e,, ifJ*u(x)> -.

(40)

If x e projs A(J_ ), then it is clear from (31) that

J/r (x) T (J4-1)(x
and so (40) is true for all x e S. If x projsA(J-i ), (33) and (29) can be used to show
for n _-> 2

:u,o (x)<_- ro (,_1)(x)+ ./2
Ttn-,(J4_ )(x)-[’<= T,.- (Ju- 1.,._1)(x + e,/2
Jz.._ (x + e,/ 2.
If x e projs A(J*u-1 ),

J,(x)=
<-_

{g[x, (x), w]+J-,,[t’(x, (x), w)]}p(dw Ix, (x))
{g[x,(x), w]+J_,,_[1(x,(x), w)]}p(dwlx,(x))+e/2
(by (25), (26) and Lemma A.3(b))

so for every x e $

Jr., (x <-_ Jr,,_ (x) + e,,/2.

O.E.D.

To see that an assumption such as J (X)>--oO or j,(X). +o for all x, r and k
T (Jo) to hold, consider the following example"
is necessary in order for

J

$={a,}, C=(-o,+oo), W={I,2,...}, M=
p(w k Ix, u)= 1/(k 2 2i=1 1/i2),
k 1, 2,.
{z" z(a), (/3)e (-, +)},
f(a, u, w)= f(, u, w)=/3 u e C, we W, g(a, u, w)= w, g(, u, w)= u, /u e C, we
W. Here there are two states, a and/3, and we always have x =/3 so that the cost of
the second stage is 21(/3) and can be made arbitrarily small. On the other hand,
Nxample. Let

N=2,

.,
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jw dp= +oe, so that Je.,(a) {g [a, /x0(a ), w]+/-/l(fl)} dp
for all zr He. We have by a straightforward calculation J* (a)

while Te(Jo)(a)=-cc, Te(Jo)(fl)=-oo.
Despite the need for various assumptions in order to show the equality J*N
T N(J0), the following result, which establishes the validity of the DP algorithm as a
means for obtaining optimal policies, requires none of the assumptions of Proposition
1. We say that a policy 7r (/xo,"" ", N-1)I-IN is uniformly N-stage optimal if for
k 1," ", N, 7r k (N-k," ",/XN-1) is optimal in the k-stage problem of minimizing
Jk,, over IIk.
PROPOSITION 2. (a) If there exists a uniformly N-stage optimal policy then

J =T k(Jo),

(41)

Vk=I,...,N.

",/Xs-1) I-IN is uniformly N-stage optimal if and only if
(T,_T-a)(Jo) T k (Jo), Vk 1,..., N.

(b) A policy 7r (/xo,

(42)

Proofi (a) Let rr (/xo," ",/zu-1) be uniformly N-stage optimal. Then
T(Jo)= J*

(43)
by definition. For every

Tla,N_l(Jo)

M,

(r.r)(Jo) (r.r._l)(Jo).
which implies

T2(jo)

inf

(T,T)(Jo)

M

inf (Tl.l, Tl.l,N_l)(Jo)J2 --(Tbt, N_2TIN_I)(Jo)
txM

Therefore

(44)

-

Te(Jo).

Te(Jo) J* (T,,_eT)(Jo) (T,,_eT,N_I)(Jo).

Replace (43) by (44) and continue. This proves (41).
(b) This follows from (a) and (20). Q.E.D.
It follows from Proposition 2(b) that when M is rich enough so that Assumption
C holds, then existence of a uniformly N-stage optimal policy is equivalent to
attainment of the infimum in the DP algorithm. We state this as a separate proposition.
PROPOSITION 3. Let Assumption C hold. A uniformly N-stage optimal policy
exists if and only if the infimum in

(45)

inf

{g(x, u, w)+ Tk-l(jo)[f(x, u, w)]}p(dw Ix, u)

uel"

is achieved for every x

S, k

1,.

., N.

4. The model without topological assumptions. The simplest special case of our
model is when we take F Fs in Assumption A and place restrictions on M only as
follows. A subset F of SC is given with the property projs F S and M is taken to be
the set of all mappings from S to C whose graphs lie in F. Note that F and M
correspond as in (5). It is easy to see that Assumptions A, B, C, and D hold when F
and M have been so chosen. Hence the results of Propositions 1-3 apply.
It is not customary to use outer integration in connection with Dynamic Programming, so the model outlined here is somewhat unusual. A special case of this
model often considered is the case of a countable disturbance space [1]. As mentioned
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earlier, integration reduces to summation in such a model. The countable disturbance
space model is more restrictive than the Borel space model of 6 in that a countable
disturbance space is a special case of a Borel space. It is more general in that S and C
are not required to have a Borel structure. The model described in the first paragraph
of this section is, of course, more general than both. The main advantage that it offers
is simplicity--there is no need to introduce elaborate topological assumptions in order
to ascertain the validity of the DP algorithm. There are, however, inherent limitations
centering around the pathologies of outer integration (Appendix A) in the nontopological model. Topological assumptions also play an important role in the treatment
of problems with imperfect state information (see [2], [29]).

5. Borel space models with semicontinuity assumptions. We first introduce some
notation and definitions. For any topological space Y we denote by y the Borel
o--algebra generated by the open sets. A Borel space X is a topological space such that
there exists a complete separable metric space Y and a homeomorphism q of X into

Y with q(X) r.
It follows that a Borel space X is metrizable and separable. Note that if X and Y
are Borel spaces, then the product space XY equipped with the product topology is
also a Borel space and Nxr equals the product o’-algebra Nxr on XY [21, Chap.
1]. Also, every Borel subset of a Borel space becomes a Borel space when endowed
with the relative topology. The extended real line [-oo, +co] with the topology
generated by the open real intervals together with the sets
real, is a Borel space. In what follows we implicitly assume that every Borel subset of
I-co, +eel is endowed with the corresponding relative topology and is thus a Borel
space. If X and Y are Borel spaces and f" X- Y is such that f-I(B)E
for each
B 6 Ny, then we say that f is Borel measurable.
If X is a Borel space, we denote by P(X) the set of probability measures on Nx.
We take the topology on P(X) to be the weakest with respect to which all mappings of
the form p fdp are continuous, as f ranges over the set of bounded continuous
real-valued functions on X. With this topology P(X) becomes a Borel space [21,
Chap. 2]. Let X and Y be Borel spaces and for each x6X, let q(dylx) be a
probability measure on Ny. If the mapping x q(dy ]x) is continuous from X to P(Y),
we will say that q (dy x is a continuous stochastic kernel on Y given X.
We now define two special cases of the model of 2. In both cases, S, C and W
w, p(dw Ix, u) is a continuous stochastic kernel on W given
are Borel spaces,
$C, and f(x, u, w) is continuous from SCW to S.
Lower semicontinuous model. Here C is compact, and g is lower semi-continuous
and bounded below. A subset F of SC is given and is assumed to be of the form

x

-

=

F= U Fi,
/’=1

where for all/’,

(46)

F/’ c Fi+I, F/’
lim

is a closed subset of SC, and for all

(x, u)e SC

inf

(By convention the infimum over the empty set is +ee. Thus we allow the possibility
that for some/’, F/’ Fr for all j ->_ ].) It is also assumed that projs F S. The set M of
admissible control functions is taken to be the set of all Borel measurable functions
fom S to C whose graphs lie in F. (Notice that if the sets F/’, j 1, 2,. are compact
then there is no loss of generality in assuming that C is compact. This is true because if

.,
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C is not compact, it can be homeomorphically embedded in a compact Borel space

[7, Chap. 9, Cor. 9.2] and the images of F. are compact and hence closed in $C. There
is no need to extend f and g to $W nor p(dw Ix, u) to S for the proof we give of
Proposition 4.)
Upper semicontinuous model. Here g is upper semicontinuous and bounded
above. An open subset F of SC is given and it is assumed that projs F S. The set M
is the set of all Borel measurable functions from S to C whose graphs lie in F.
By selecting an appropriate subset F Fs for each model, we show now that
some of the Assumptions A, B, C and D are satisfied. This in turn will allow
application of some of the results of 3.
PROPOSITION 4. (a) Irt the lower semicontinuous model Assumptions A, B and C
are satisfied with F being the set of lower semicontinuous functions J" S
which are bounded below.
(b) In the upper semicontinuous model Assumptions A and B are satisfied with F
being the set
upper semicontinuous functions J: S [-oe, +oe) which are bounded
above.
Proof. (a) If J" S (-oe, +oe] is lower semicontinuous and bounded below, then

o

-

H(x, u)= {g(x, u, w)+J[(x, u, w)l}p(clw Ix, u)
is also [25, Lemma 3.4]. Condition (46) guarantees that {(x, u)F: H(x,u)<=c} is
closed for each real c. The result follows from a simple modification of Lemma 3.4
and the Selection Theorem of [15].
(b) This follows from (17) of [9] and the fact that projs is an open mapping. Q.E.D.
By combining Proposition 4 with the results of 2, we obtain the following"
COROI_ARY 4.1. In the lower semicontinuous model, we have Jr T r (Jo) and
there exists a uniformly N-stage optimal policy.
COROLLARY 4.2. In the upper semicontinuous model, if J’ (x >-oe [or all x S
and k 1, 2,..., N, then Jr T u(Jo), and ]’or every e > 0 there existsan e-optimal
policy.
David Freedman [9] has proved results quite similar to Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 by
placing control constraints, not directly on the control u as we have done by requiring
(x, u) F, but rather on the pair (x, P), where P is the distribution of the subsequent
state. Since the mapping (x, u)- (x, P) is continuous in the semicontinuous models,
requiring (x, u) to be in an open set (our upper semicontinuous model) is slightly more
general than requiring (x, P) to be in an open set (Freedman’s model), while requiring
(x, u) to be in the union of an increasing sequence of closed sets (our lower semicontinuous model) is significantly more general than requiring (x, P) to be in a closed set
(Freedman’s model). Our lower semicontinuous model does not require a compact
state space. For example, we can take $ R", C to be the one point compactification
of R ",

r;

{(x, u): u’u <--i},

g(x, u, w) x’Ox + u’Ru,

where O is a positive semidefinite and R is a positive definite matrix of appropriate
dimension.

6. General Borel space models with perfect state information. For the models of
this section we shall need the notions of analytic sets, universally measurable sets and
related facts. For more detailed treatments we refer the reader to [2], [6], [11], [14],

[161, [21].
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Let N be the cross product of countably many copies of the positive integers. Let
the set of positive integers have the discrete topology and N the product topology. A
separable metric space A is analytic if there is a continuous function f mapping
onto A. In what follows the empty set will also be considered analytic.
We list some properties of analytic sets that we shall be using:
(a) Every Borel space is analytic but in every uncountable Borel space there exist
analytic subsets which are not Borel spaces [14], 38VI.
(b) The countable union, intersection, and cross product of analytic sets is analytic [21, Chap. 1, Thms. 3.1 and 3.2].
(c) If X and Y are Borel spaces, A c X and B Y are analytic sets, and f is a
Borel measurable function from X" to Y, then f(A) and f-l(B) are analytic [21, Chap.
1, Thm. 3.5]. As a consequence, if D is an analytic subset of XY, then projxD is
analytic.
In addition to the Borel g-algebra, we are interested in two more g-algebras that
arise naturally in a Borel space X. The analytic r-algebra, denoted Sfx, is the
g-algebra generated by the analytic subsets of X. The universal or-algebra, denoted
x, is the intersection of all completions with respect to finite measures of the Borel
o--algebra Nx. We have

and if X is uncountable both inclusions are strict. In fact, it is possible to prove that if
X is uncountable, then under the continuum hypothesis /x has a larger cardinality
than both Nx and S4x. (We are indebted to Professor J. Doob for pointing out this fact
to us.)
Let X and Y be Borel spaces, D be a subset of X, and f: D Y. If D S4x and
and
f-x(B)x for all B Nv, we say that f is analytically measurable. If D
is
D
analytic,
If
measurable.
that
is
universally
we
all
f-l(B) /x for B Nv, say
f
y [-co, +co] and the set {x D: f(x)< a} is analytic for every real a, we Say that f is
lower semianalytic. For a lower semianalytic f, the sets {x D:f(x)<-a} are also
analytic for every a [-co, +co]. Note that a lower semianalytic function is analytic-

-

x

ally measurable and hence also universally.measurable, the sum of two lower semianalytic functions is lower semianalytic, and a Borel measurable function from X to
[-co, +co] is lower semianalytic.
If X is a Borel space and p P(X), then p has a unique extension to a probability
measure on ?/x. We denote this extension by p also, and we write p(E) instead of
p*(E) when E ?/x. Likewise, if f: X[-co, +co] is a universally measurable
function we will write f dp in place of f dp. Under these circumstances f dp obeys
the rules of classical integration, provided we take care in handling the expression

*

+co-co.
If X and Y are Borel spaces, q(dy Ix) is a probability measure on Nv for each
x X, and the function q(B]. is Borel measurable from X to [0, 1] for all B Nv, we
say that q(dy x ) is a Borel measurable stochastic kernel on Y given X. The stochastic
kernel q(dy Ix) is Borel measurable if and only if the mapping x- q(. Ix) is Borel
measurable from X to P(Y).
We now specify the two special cases of the problem of 2 to be considered in
Nw, p(dw Ix, u) is a
this section. In both cases, S, C and W are Borel spaces,
Borel measurable stochastic kernel on W given SC, f is Borel measurable, and g is
lower semianalytic. In both models an analytic subset F of SC is given with prois F
$. The models differ only in the specification of M.

=
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Borel model with analytically measurable policies (BAP for short): Here M
consists of all analytically measurable functions from $ to C whose graphs lie in F.
Borel model with universally measurable policies (BUP for short): Here M
consists of all universally measurable functions from $ to C whose graphs lie in F.
Our main result of this section is the following’
Prto,osIa’ION 5. (a) In BAP Assumptions A and B are satisfied with F being the

-

class of lower semianalytic functions J: S [-, +].
(b) In B UP Assumptions A, B, C and D are satisfied with F being the class of lower
semianalytic functions J: S [-c, +c].
We postpone the proof of Proposition 5 until we develop some further
machinery. By combining Proposition 5 with the results of 3 we obtain the following"
COOLAr 5.1. In BAP if Jd (x)>-oo for all x S and k 1,..., N, then
Jv T (Jo) and for every e > 0 them exists an e-optimal policy.
COOIL 5.2. Consider B UP.
(a) If J (x) > -oo ]’or all x S and k 1,. N, then Jv T u (Jo) and for every
e > 0 there exists an e-optimal policy.
(b) If J,,(x)< +oo for all x S, 7r II and k 1,. N, then J T (Jo) and
sequence {e,}, e, >0, n 1, 2,..., e,+0, there exists a sequence of policies
every
]’or
exhibiting {e,} dominated convergence to optimality. If in addition J*N(X)>--00 for all
x S, then for every e > 0 there exists an e-optimal policy.
(c) If the infimum in

.,

.,

inf

{g(x, u, w)+ T-(Jo)[(x, u, w)]}p(dw Ix, u)

exists a uniformly N-stage optimal policy.
We now provide two results that are crucial in our development. The first is often
attributed to von Neuman [17], but was also proved by Jankov [13]. A proof of the
version given here may be found in Blackwell, Freedman and Orkin [4]. Part (a) of the
second result is contained in a proof given by Blackwell, Freedman and Orkin [4,
Thm. (43)]. Part (b) is an extension of a selection theorem of Brown and Purves [5,
Thm. 2] in that f is allowed to be lower semianalytic rather than Borel measurable.
Our proof parallels the proofs of [4] and [5].

JANKOV-VON NEUMANN LEMMA. Let X and Y be Borel spaces and A XY be
an analytic set. Then them exists an analytically measurable )unction q projx A- Y
such that (x, q(x)) A for every x projx A.
SZ.CTION THZOM. Let X and Y be Borel spaces, D XY be an analytic set,
and f: D [-oo, +oo] be a lower semianalytic function. Define g: projx D [-, +c]
by

-

(47)

g(x)

inf ]’(x, y),
Dx

where Dx {y: (x, y) D}. Then g is lower semianalytic. Furthermore:
(a) For every e > 0 there exists an analytically measurable function q: projx D
such that ]or all x projx D

fix, (x)]_-< g(x)+
fix, q (x)] _-<

1

ifg(x)>-,

if g(x

-c.

Y
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(b) The set
I {x e projx D: for some y0 e Dx, f(x, yo) g(x)}
is universally measurable, and

function : projx D

for

every e >0 there exists a universally measurable

Y such that for all x projx D
f[x, q(x)] g(x)
if x I,

f[x, q(x)]<=g(x)+e ifxI, g(x)>-,

f[x, q(x)] <-

Proof. (a)
analytic. For k

1

ifxI, g(x)

E

-.

{x: g(x)<a}=projx{(X, y)D:f(x, y)<a}, g is lower semi0, +1, +/-2,... define

Since

A(k)={(x, y)V: f(x, y)< ke},
B(k)= {x projxD: (k- 1)e <= g(x)< ke},
B (-c) {x projx D: g(x) -},
B(+c) {x projxD: g(x)- +}.
The sets A(k), k 0, +/-1, +/-2,... and B(-o) are analytic, while the sets B(k), k
0, +/- 1, +2,. and B (+) are analytically measurable. By the Jankov-Von Neumann
Lemma there exists, for each k =0,+1,+/-2,. .,an analytically measurable
k: projxA(k)-C with (x, k(x))A(k) for all x projxA(k), and an analytically
measurable qS: projxD C such that (x, qS(x)) D for all x projxD. Let k* be an
integer such that k* =< 1/e 2. Define q: projx D C by
(x)

(x)

gS(x)
!

-

ifxB(k), k=0,+1,+/-2,...,
if x B(+c),

l, .(x)

if x B (-).

Since B (k) c projx A (k) and B (-) c projx A (k) for all k this definition is possible.
Then has the required properties.
(b) Denote by O the set of rationals and let O* O kJ {-o, +c}. Denote also by
R* the extended reals. Consider the set E XYR* defined by

E {(x, y, b): (x, y)D, f(x, y)<=b}.
Since

U

E=
k=l

(x, y,b)" (x, y)D,f(x, y)<=r,r<-b+

rO*

XYR* and hence the set
A projxR. (E)
is analytic in XR*. The mapping T" projx D XR* defined by
T (x) (x, g (x))
it follows that E is analytic in

is analytically measurable and

I= {x: (x, g(x))A}= T-I(A).
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Since the inverse image under a universally measurable function of a universally
measurable set is universally measurable, I is universally measurable.
Since E is analytic, by the Jankov-Von Neumann Lemma there is an analytically
measurable p: A Y such that (x, p (x, b), b) E for every (x, b) A. Define
I Y
by

:

(x)= p(x, g(x))= (pc, T)(x) Vx I.
Then

is universally measurable and by construction

f[x, (x)] g(x) Vx L

(48)

By part (a) there exists an analytically measurable

"

projxD -> Y such that

(49)

fix, (x)]_-< g(x)+ e if g(x)>-co,

(50)

fix, (x)]<=-l/e

Define

if g(x)=-co.

: projx D- Y by
q(x)=

(x)

if x 6/,

[(x) ifx 6projxD-L
Then ( is universally measurable and, by (48)-(50), it has the required properties. Q.E.D.
Suppose X and Y are Borel spaces, [: XY [-co, +oe] is universally measurable
(i,e., measurable with respect to //x.), and q(dy Ix) is a Borel measurable stochastic
kernel. Then it can be shown that g(x)= f(x, y)g(dylx) is universally measurable. If f
is actually Borel measurable, so is g. If f is lower semianalytic, then g is also lower
semianalytic. This last fact can be obtained by modifying Lemma (29)of [4] (see [29]).
We are now ready to prove Proposition 5.
Proof of Proposition 5. Let J: S-, [-co, +co] be lower semianalytic. Then the
function H: SC [-co, +co] defined by

-

I

H(x, u)= {g(x, u, w)+J[f(x, u, w)l}p(dw Ix, u)

is lower semianalytic. It follows that

T(J)(x)= inf H(x, u),
uFx

is lower semianalytic. Since J0 is lower semianalytic, Assumption A is satisfied for
both BAP and BUP.. The Selection Theorem guarantees that Assumption B is
satisfied for BAP, while Assumptions B and C are satisfied for BUP. It remains to
verify Assumption D for B UP. We first show that the function

(51)

(x, u)-p({w: y[f(x, u, w)] =-}lx, u)

is lower semianalytic whenever J is. Define

t(dx’ Ix, u) by

t(Elx, u)=p({w: f(x,u, w)E}lx, u) VEYds.
We will show that t(dx’lx, u) is a Borel measurable stochastic kernel. Clearly for fixed
(x, u), t(. Ix, u) is a probability measure on S. We need to show that p(B(x.u)lx, u) is
Borel measurable for each Borel subset B of SCW [B(x,u) is the cross section
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{w: (x, u, w)e B}]. It is easy to show that the sets B Nscw for which p(B(x.,)[x, u)is
measurable form a Dynkin system, so that by the Dynkin system theorem, we need
only verify that p((BIB2B3)(x,u)Ix, u) is measurable for all B1 Ns, B2ec, B3e 3w.
But

p((BIB2B3)(x,u)]x,

u)--{

(B31X’ u)

if (x, u) BIB2,

otherwise,

and this is measurable since p(B3[x, u) is measurable. Hence
measurable stochastic kernel. We have for all (x, u) SC

t(dx’[x, u)

is a Borel

-p({w: J[f(x, u, w)] =-c}[x, u)=-t({x’: J(x’):-oo}lx, u)

(52)

} -X=-t(dx’[ x, u).
The function -h’=- can be easily seen to be lower semianalytic. It follows from the
remark preceeding the proof that the function of (51) is lower semianalytic. Hence the
set

A(J)={(x, u)F: p({w: J[f(x, u, w)] =-}lx, u)>0}
is analytic, and by the Jankov-Von Neumann Lemma there is a j M such that
(x, txj(x))6A(J) whenever x 6projsA(J). If/x M and/2 is as in Assumption D, it
follows from the fact that projs A (J) is analytic and hence universally measurable that
/2 M. If 1,/.2M, then T,I(J and T,2(J can be easily shown to be universally
measurable. Hence if is as in Assumption D it follows that g M. Q.E.D.
Remark. In the models in which C is equipped with a r-algebra, one can speak
of randomized policies 7r=(0,’" ",/xN-1), where k(dUklXk) is an appropriately
measurable stochastic kernel on C given $. Control constraints can be introduced by
N- 1, where F {(x, u): u 6 F}
requiring that/xk (F Ix)= 1 for every x 6 S, k 0,.
is some prescribed subset of SC. The cost corresponding to such a policy is

.,

:u,=

(T.o.

T._)(Jo),

where

()(x)=
It is clear that

u,

u,

ix,

u
Ju.= is bounded below by T u (J0), so if J T (J0), the admission of

randomized policies to the models considered does not alter the optimal cost function.
Note however that in the example of 3 if randomized policies are admitted, then the
optimal cost function becomes J ()= J ()=- and is different from the one
corresponding to nonrandomized policies. Furthermore an optimal randomized policy
exists.
Remark. There is the -algebra of "C-sets" studied by Selivanovskij [26]. This
-algebra, which we call the limit -algebra, is contained strictly between the analytic
and universal -algebras in Borel spaces and has the property that all the results of
this section remain valid if the words "universally measurable" are replaced by "limit
measurable". This -algebra is the minimal acceptable -algebra for DP in the sense
that the composition of limit measurable functions is limit measurable and every
analytically measurable function is limit measurable, but no smaller -algebra has
these two properties. The limit -algebra is discussed more fully in [2], [30].

,

Appendix A: The outer integral. Throughout this appendix, (X, p) is a probability space. Unless otherwise specified f, g, and h are functions from X to

[-, +].
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DEFINITION A. 1. If f_--> 0, the outer integral of f with respect to p is defined by

(A. 1)

f dp

-

g dp" f <- g, g is N-measurable

inf

If f is arbitrary, define

f/ dp

f dp

(A.2)

*

dp.

If [+ dp < +m, we say is ouwr summable above. If [* [- dp < +, we say [ is
ouwr summable below. If is outer summable above or outer summable below, we say
is ouwr summable. In the following discussion, simple proofs are omitted.
LEMMA A.1. I[ O, then there exists a N-measurable g win g [, such Nat

I*

(A.3)

f dp

g dp.

LEMMA A.2. Iff >= O, h >-O, then

(f + h ) dp <=

(A.4)

lap+

h dp.

If either f or h is N-measurable, then equality holds in (A.4).

We provide an example to show that strict inequality can occur in (A.4), even if
f + h is -measurable. For this and subsequent examples we will need the following
observation: For any E c X,

(A.5)

xzdp

p*(E),

where p*(E) is the p-outer measure defined by

p*(E)=inf {p(B): E cB, B eN}.

(A.6)

This follows from the fact that for any set E there exists a set A e such that E c A
and p (A) p* (E).
be the Borel g-algebra, and p be Lebesque
Example A.1. Let X [0, 1],
measure restricted to a. Let E c X be a set for which p*(X-E)= 1 [10, 16, Thm.
E]. Then

I

(Xe +Xx-e) dp

f

1 dp= 1,

I*

Xe dp +

Xx-z dp

2,

and strict inequality holds in (A.4).
Lemma A.2 cannot be extended to (possibly negative) bounded functions even if
h is N-measurable, as the following example demonstrates.
Example A.2. Let (X, N, p) and U be as before. Let f XE- Xx-E, h 1. Then

I*

(f+h) dp

f dp + h dp

2,t’e dp= 2,

xe dp

Xx-e dp + l

l.
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* *

dp <LEMMA A.3. (a) If <= g then
<<(b) If e > 0 and f g f + e, then

dp + 2e.

g dp <-

dp <-_

(A.7)

g dp.

(c) If]: is outer summable, then

(-f) dp

(A.8)
(d) If A, B

f dp.

are disjoint, then for any f

x,d @ +

x,,u,d @

(A.9)

xd clp.

(e) If E c X satisfies p* (E)= 0, then for every f

I*

f@

* *

(f) If p* ({x" f(x) +oo}) > 0 then, ]:or every g, (g + f) dp +oo.
(g) I[ p*({x" [(x) -oo})> 0 then, for every g, either (g + f)dp
f) @

-.

Pro@ (b)In light of (a), it remains only to show that

I*

(A.IO)
For gl

(f + e dp <=

f dp + 2e.

f+, gl N-measurable and

I f+ I
*

dp

g dp,

we have

(f +e 4- _<--gl+e
so

(f +e

(A.11)
For g2 >- (f + e )-,

(A.12)

g2

dp <-

gl

dp+e.

dp+e

Ya-measurable and

(f 4- e )- dp

g2

dp,

we have
g2+8

>=(f+8)-+8
max {f- e, 0} + e

+oo or

*

(g +
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SO

I

(A.13)

>=

(g2+eldp

f- dp by(a).

(A.11) and (A.13) to conclude (A.10).
We
have (g +f)+(x)= +c if f(x)= +c, so that p*({x: (g +f)+(x)= +c})> 0.
(f)
Hence (g + f)+ dp + and it follows that (g + f)dp +c.
(g) Consider the sets E {x: f(x) -c} and E, {x: f(x) -oc, g(x) < +co}. If
p*(E,) 0 then we have
Combine

*

(A.14)

*

p*(E Ee,) p*(E Eg)+ p*(Eg) _-> p*(E) > O.

*

Since we have f(x)+ g(x)= +co for x E-Eg, it follows from (f) that (g +f) dp
+. If p*(Eg)>0, then p*({x: (g+f)-(x)=+})>=p*(Eg)>O and hence, by (f),
(g +f)-dp= +. Hence if (g+ f)/ dp= + then i* (g+f)dp= +c, while if
(g + f)/ dp < +c then (g + f)dp =-c. Q.E.D.
The bound given in (A.7) is the sharpest possible. To see this, let f be as defined
in Example A.2, g f+ 1 and e 1. Despite these pathologies of outer integration,
there is a monotone convergence theorem, which we now prove.
THEOREM A.1. If {f. } is a sequence of nonnegative functions and f. $f, then

**

* *

fn dp’

(A.15)

f dp.

If {fn } is a sequence of nonpositive /’unctions and fn, f, then

f*f. I*f
dp$

dp.

Pro@ We prove the first statement of the theorem. The second follows from the
first by Lemma A.3(c). Assume f,_->0 and f,’f, Let {gn} be a sequence of
measurable functions such that g,, _->f and
(A. 16)
If for some n, g, dp

f,,dp=

*

f, dp

+oo, then (A. 15) is assured. If not, then for every

I

(A. 17)

g,,dp.

g"

dp <

Suppose (A.17) holds for every n and for some n,
p({x g(x)> g,,+l(X)}) > 0.
Then since g+a ---[,+a ==fn, we have that

g(x)=

J" g.(x)

g defined by
if g.(x)<= gn+l(X),

gn+l(X) if gn(x)> gn+x(X),
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satisfies g, >-g>=f, everywhere and g<gn on a set of positive measure. This
contradicts (A.16). We may therefore assume without loss of generality that
Let g limn_, g,. Then g ->f and
gx -< g2 -<"
lim

f,, dp

g dp >-

g dp

lim

[ dp.

But f,, =<f for every n, so the reverse inequality holds as well. Q.E.D.
One might hope that if {fn} is a sequence of functions which are bounded below
and fn’f, then (A.15) remains valid. This is not the case, as the following example

.

shows.

be the Borel tr-algebra, and p be Lebesque
Example A.3. Let X [0, 1),
measure restricted to
Define an equivalence relation on X by

x y

x

y is rational.

Let Fo be constructed by choosing one representative from each equivalence class. Let
O {qo, ql," "} be an enumeration of the rationals in [0, 1) with qo 0 and define

Fk F0 + qk [mod 1], k 0, 1,.
Then Fo, F1,"

.

is a sequence of disjoint sets with

LI F -[0, 1).

(A.18)

k=0

If for some n<eo we have p*(U=,Fk)<l then E=Uk_ Fa contains a @n 1, let q r/s, where rk and sa
measurable set with measure 6 > 0. For k 1,.
are integers and r/s is reduced to lowest terms. Let {pl, p2,’" "} be a sequence of
prime numbers such that

.,

max

s <pl <p2 <

l<=kNn-1

Then the sets E, E+p]-l[mod 1], E+pl[mod 1],... are disjoint, and by the
translation invariance of p, each contains a -measurable set with measure 6 > 0. It
follows that [0, 1) must contain a -measurabie set of infinite measure. This contradiction implies

p*( F)=I

(A.19)
for every n. Define

f,,

-Xu7.

,

n

O, 1,.

Then f, ’0, but (A.5) and (A.19) imply that for every n

By a change of sign in Example A.3, we see that the second part of Theorem A. 1
cannot be extended to functions which are bounded above unless additional conditions are imposed. We impose such conditions in order to prove a corollary.
COROLLARY A.I.1. Let {e,,} be a sequence of positive numbers with ,=1 e, <

.
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Let {f,,} be a sequence with

(A.20)

lim f,,

(A.21)
(A.22)
(A.23)

[-<[,,

f,

n=1,2,...,

f,(x)<-f(x)+ e,, iff(x)>-c,
n 2, 3,...,
L(x)<-L_l(X)+ e, //’fix)=-c,

I*
I*

(A.24)
Then

(A.25)

dp < +o.

f dp.

f. dp=

lim

Proof. From (A.20) we have limn_o f,+ f+ and lim,_ f f-. Now
inf
k>=n

f _-< f <_-f-

and

as n

.

By the theorem

f- dp

lim

inf
k

f dp <- lim

f- dp <-

f- dp,

SO

(A.26)
Let A

lim

I*

f dp

f- dp.

{x’f(x)= -oo}. If p*(A) 0, then (A.21), (A.22), (A.24) and Lemma A.3(b)

and (d) imply

*

f+ dp < [+, dp <= 2e, +

dp < +oo,

SO

(A.27)

lim

f+ dp=

Combine (A.26) and (A.27) to conclude
(A.26) will imply (A.25)provided that

dp < +.

(A.25). If p*(A)> 0, then

(A.28)
and

(A.29)

lim sup

f+ dp< +oo.

* f-

dp

-c and
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Conditions (A.21) and (A.24) imply (A.28). Conditions (A.21), (A.22) and (A.23)
imply for every x X,

fn(X)<---l(X)q-Sn,

/’/

=2,3,"

’,

SO

I* f.+

f.+_, dp

dp <-2e,, +

and

f+ dp "-< 2

ek

+

The finiteness of k=2 ek and (A.24) imply (A.29).

fi dp.
Q.E.D.
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